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First and foremost, I want to thank all of those in service here in District 46. To
those long-time service junkies who continue to educate and support and to the
new and excited service members. We are thrillled to have almost all positions
filled hopefully for the whole of 2022 and sincerely appreciate your willingness to
be of service.
That being said, 2021 was an interesting year with many challenges. District 46
rose to the occasion with open minds and dedication. With online meetings
becoming our normal for much of the year we honestly had to look at the online
benefits to our “remote community” of Islands who have travel challenges, at the
best of times, even when we aren’t in a pandemic. It made sense to try a “unified”
or “unity” meeting for our District so we made a commitment to it and purchased
equipment with the expertise of our web chair and web servant and we are now
known as a “hybrid” District. The biggest challenge has been trying to find spaces
that have adequate wifi to accommodate since most previous meeting places
don’t have internet available. So new spaces, new technology, new people, new
ideas! Great stuff!!

After finally feeling like we are getting comfortable with our new normal we are
making plans to start our wonderful and informative workshops again in 2022 and
have a good hard look at the suggestions given through an Inventory we had done
in 2020 and make progress on some of those to better serve our area this
upcoming year.

We are excited about the new online District and how it will play a part in all
our futures and for the upcoming “hybrid” Quarterly which may define our futures
in service as well. It is like Christmas for our Area with all this new!

Looking forward to 2022 in service with my fellow members!


